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qTo all ivho'm it may concern; 
" Be it known that l, CLARENCE M. CRnWs. 
v‘a citizen of the United States, residing in 
'ifaBrooklyn Borough, in the county of Kings. 

il'icity and State of New York, have invented 
pertain new and useful Improvements in 
Typewriting "Machines, of which the fol 

?jlowing is a speci?cation. 
' This invention relates to manifolding 

w Fnpon superposed plies of work-webs in 
?‘typewritin? machines. For example, the 

. vfimprovernents. are adapted for doing con 
ftinuous billing work, and also for perform 

-_ ing, upon continuous work-webs, other 
15: classes of manifold work, especially where 

‘the number oi‘ carbon copies required for 
‘t‘gsuccessive writings varies. 
”_ @ne of the objects is to adapt standard 
ifront-strike typewriting machines to per 

2Q-form web manifolding by simpler means 
‘send more easily than heretofore. 

.5 Relatively short carbon-sheets are inter 
leaved with the continuous work-webs, to 
tenable a form which is usually printed on 

25;‘the webs to be typed and maniiiolded. A 
érelative shifting between the set of carbon 
ésheets and the web-plies is e?ected in a 
":novel manner after the typing of every 
’ form. The arrangement of the web in the 
,jtypewriting machine is novel. Instead of 
ii‘ollowing the usual manner of introducing 
lthe webs around the platen and up in front 
“thereof to be typed upon, the method is fol 
iélowed, according to this invention, of in 
“ftroducing the pack of web-plies with the 
-_interleaved carbons" forwardly over the top 
30f the platen and down in ‘front 
ibacltwardly beneath the same. The down 
'~;ward and backward movement of the web 
''__brings the same to position to receive the 
?rst line oi’ tvpe-impressions. Thereupon 

1 the usual teed-rolls (released during the in 
a,‘sertion of the web) are caused to clamp the 

Mt web upon the bottom of the platen, and the 
"wi‘typing oi? the leading form proceeds line 

i by line. it will be understood that the typ 
;' ing begins with the bottom ‘form on the web, 
“instead of with the loading or top form as 

F ‘ heretofore. hen the typing of the form 
“6" is completed, the pack. of webs and carbons 

-<'_.-is advanced around piaten until the 
'paclr the whereupon the 

thereof and. 

webs are shifted relatively to the carbons, 
while the carbons (still free of the platen) 
are held against movement with the webs. 
This leaves. the typed form at the bottom 

55 

of the webs clear of the carbons, while the - 
carbons are then in position for the mani 
folding of the next torm above. At this 
juncture, the typed form or {forms are sev 
eréd from the web, this being conveniently 
done by means of a knife, which is placed 
in a suitable position at the front of the 
platen. ‘ , 

Then the bottom end of the web with 
the carbons is inserted downwardly and 
backwardly around the platen until the 
fresh form thereon is‘in position to receive 
the ?rst line as typing, whereupon the cycle 
of operations is repeated‘. > 
From the front of the platen rises an in 

troductory paper-table of considerable 
height, and over this table “the large num 
ber of continuous work-webs (preferably as 
man as can be typed at a single writing) 
is t rust or introduced bottom end first 
down to the front of the platen, and thence 
around under the platen to the rear. The. 
webs (which may be either loose or fan 
ltolded) may have forms printed upon them 
or they may be blank according to the na-v 
ture of the work, and they may be fed from 
any suitable sourcevot“ supply at the‘ rear of 
the machine, such as web-reels or set of 
individual web-packs. @ne of the differ 
ences over the prior art is that the webs are 
inserted in the machine bottom end ?rst, 
so that the form at the top oi2 the web is the 
last one to be typed. 
The interleaving carbons are carried by 

a carbon-carrier, preferably oi? ?exible sheet 
material, which is guided down to front 
of the platen by the 'front'paper-tahle, and 
may be conveniently fed around platen 
with the work-webs. The carbons are at 
tached attheir upper ends to the carbon» 
carrier by means of carbon-holding strips 
or blades. The blades are superposed on. 
the carrier, so that the carhonncarrier and” 
hence the supporting; introductory 
table will not he required to extend to an un 
necessary heignt alcove toe platen. 
in the initial position the first 

form or stretch of the work-webs, tr e major 
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portions of the ?exible carbon-carrier, the 
carbons and the forms to be typed extend 
around the platen to the rear thereof. As 
the typing proceeds, the work is line-fed in 
the usual manner, and the ?exible carbon 
carrier, which lies between the work-webs 
and the platen, is line-fed with the work. 
The carbon-carrier, while sufficiently ?exi 
ble to be fed around the platen, is neverthe 
less sti?' enough to feed the carbon-blades 
away from the platen at the line-spacing 
operation, and thus keep the carbons straight 
and unwrinkled. 
When the typing on the bottom form sec 

tion is completed, the platen is turned for 
ward by one of the usual platen-turning 

,kaobs to feed the work-webs and carbon 
carrier to a carbon-shifting position. In 
the carbon-shifting.position, cutouts in the 
carbon-carrier, situated just below the free 
lower ends of the carbons, register with 
openings in the front paper-table, and the 
carbons are straight and free of the platen. 

Carbon-stripping auxiliary feed-rolls ar 
ranged to coact through said openings and 
cutouts are then moved from ineffective to 
effective position to grip the lower margins 
of the work-webs through the cutouts in 
the carbon-carrier and through the openings 
in‘the paper-table. The platen feed-‘rolls 
are at the same time cast 0d’. The auxiliary 
feed-rolls are thenrotated by a ?nger-piece 
while the carbon-carrier is held stationary 
to feed the work-webs one form length in 
anti-line-feed direction and relatively to the 
carbons. The lower ends of the work-webs 
pass from the front to the rear of the ?exi 
ble carbon-carrier through a slit in the car 
rier located just below the cutouts, and as 
they are fed by the carbon-stripping rolls 
they pass along the rear of the carbon-car 
rier down to the platen and around beneath 
the platen from front to rear. It will be 
seen that the lower end of the carbon-car 
rier serves as a front-insertion guide for 
the workewebs to direct the webs to and 
around beneath the platen. 
When the shifting of the work-webs 

relatively to the carbons has been accom 
plished, the completed web-section is severed 
by a draw knife that is slidingly mounted 
on the back of the front paper-table and 
that projects through a slot in the paper 
table to the front thereof. The knife is 
located just below the openings in the front 
paper-table, and is a short distance below 
the slit in the carbon-carrier at this stage 
of the operation, so that it can sever the 
webs between. the carbon-carrier and the 
paper-table, The knife is sharp pointed 
so that it will he sure to separate atl/of the 

of the ?exible carbon 
carrier and sever them. 
When the typed weh‘sections have been 
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severed, the auxiliary feed-rolls ma be cast 
off and the platen feed-rollsmay emade 
effective. After this has been done the num 
ber of webs to be used in typing the next 
form or communication may be determined 
by withdrawing the lower margins of any 
surplus webs from the slit in the ?exible 
carbon-carrier, turning them with the inter 
leaved carbons up and back,‘ and clipping 
them in an inactive position by means of 
a clip on the carbon-carrier at the upper 
end thereof. When. it is desired to ‘increase 
the number of webs in active use this may 
be donelby withdrawing as many inactive 
webs from the clip as are required and in 
serting their lower margins through the 
slit'in the carbon-carrier. 
Should it be desired to substitute a letter 

head or other facing sheet for one of the 
work-webs to receive the original impres 
sions, this may be done just after a com 
pleted set of forms has been cut off, by re 
taining in active use as many webs and car 
bons as the number of carbon copies de 
sired, and by superposing the letter-head 
upon the outermost active carbon with its 
lower margin extending down through the 
slit in the carbon-carrier. The1 knife may 
be moved to a gaging position to serve as 
a lower edge gage for the letter-head in 
this operation, if desired. 
When the rearrangement‘ of the webs, if 

required, has .been effected, the carbon 
holder together with the webs is fed around 
the platen in an anti-line-feed direction to 
locate the fresh forms around the platen 
in ?rst writing line position. In this opera 
tion, the carbon-carrier again acts as a 
front-insertlb‘n guide for the work-webs. 
The reverse feeding of the carbon-carrier 
and the work-pack to writing position may 
be effected by'rotation of the platen vknobs, 
but preferably it is accomplished by seizing 
the end of the carbon-carrier projecting be 
yond the rear of the platen, together with 
the severed web-sections which are still‘ in 
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the machine, and pulling the carbon-can ‘ 
rier to the rear. . The web-sections are thus 
withdrawn from the machine by this same 
operation in the grip of the operator, and 
may be disposed of in an orderly manner. 
The work is now in position for a repetition 
of the cycle with reference to the fresh web 
sections. - 

An important advantage of the present 
invention ‘is the elimination of creeping of 
loose plies or webs with relation to each 
other, which. creeping heretofore has been a 
Source of di?iculty in typing upon separate 
continuous work-webs. The amount that 
the webs are fed around the platen in anti 
line-feed direction to locate them in first 
writing line position, is equal to the amount 
that they are subsequently ‘fed i'forward° 
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The creeping in one direction may be 
counteracted by the creeping in the opposite 
direction for each form therefore, and hence 
no creeping needs to accumulate. It will be 
recognized, of course, that no creeping re 
sults from the feeding of the work-webs by 
the auxiliary rolls. 

It is a further feature of the invention 
that there is no retardation of the work 
webs in line-feeding due to the inertia of 
the webs or of the reels upon which the 
webs are sometimes carried. At the line? 
feeding operation, the platen has to feed 
forward only the carbon-carrier and the 
form-section which is being typed, and the 
inertia of these is very slight. ' 
In accordance with one feature of the 

invention, provision is made for rendering 
the auxiliary feed-rolls effective by the same 
operation that renders the platen feed-rolls 
ineffective, and for rendering the auxiliary 
feed-rolls ine?ective by the same operation 
that renders the platen feed-rolls effective. 
This not only saves the time of the operator 
but also assures that the work-webs will 
always be moved squarely with relation to 
the platen. 
A further feature of the invention relates 

to the construction of the carbon-holding 
blades and to their mounting on the flexible 
carbon-carrier. The blades are superposed 
upon studs on the carbon-airrier and are 
clamped thereon, for example, by nuts, 
threaded onto' the studs. The carbons have 
loops on their upper ends which receive the 
blades. The blades have means to engage 
the ends of these loops to mechanically lo~ 
cate and retain‘ the carbons in correct posi 
tion longitudinally of the blades. 
When it is desired to change the width 

of the webs in use, the operator feeds 
the ?exible ' carbon-carrier forward com-' 
pletely out of the machine and inserts. 
anothercarbon-carrier having webs of the 
desired width‘interleaved with its carbons.‘ 
The carbon-carriers are all of the same 
width, so that they may be guided by‘ side 
walls on the front paper-table, but the 
widths of the carbons carried by them may 
correspond to the widths of the interleaved 
work-webs. To introduce a fresh carbon 
carrier into the machine, a piece of heavy 
paper or cardboard is fed around the platen. 
from the rear to be used as a front-insertion 
guide for the carbon~carrier, and is after 
ward Withdrawn. ' 
No claim is made in this case to features‘ 

disclosed in co-pe'nding application 676L839, 
?led November 15,1923, which shows and 
broadly claims web-severing mechanism of. 
the type herein illustrated. 
Other features and advantages'will here 

inafter appear. 
In the accompanying drawings, 
Figure l is a sectional side elevation of a 

part of an Underwood Standard correspond 
ence typewriter machine, having the im 
provements of the present invention applied 
thereto,‘ the parts being shown in writing 
position. 
Figure 2 is an enlarged fragmentary de 

tail sectional view of the flexible carbon 
carrier, showing how the work-webs are led 
from the front to the rear thereof through 
the slit. ' 
Figure 3 is a front elevation, partly 

broken away, of the part of the machine 
shown in Figure 1. 1 
Figure 4 is a fragmentary horizontal scc~ 

tionaldetail view, showing the mounting of 
the knife on the front paper-table, and its 
normal relation to the ?exible carbonwarrier 
and to'the work-webs. v 
Figure 5 is a fragmentary horizontal sec 

tional view, showing the carbon-blades and 
clip on the carbon-carrier. 

Figure 6 is a fragmentary front elevation 
of the front paper-table, showing the open~ 
ings through which the auxiliary feed-rolls 
act and“ the slot through which the knife 
acts to sever the webs. 
Figure 7 is a sectional side elevation, 

showing the parts in the positions occupied 
preparatoryto feeding the webs with rela~ 
tion to the carbons. 

Figure 8 is a fraginentz'iry view similar 
to Figure 7, but showing the main feed-rolls 
cast-elf, and the auxiliary feed-rolls made 
effectivmxthe mechanism for controlling the 
feed-rolls being also ilh'istrated in this view. 

Figure 9 is a view similar to Figure 7, 
showing the work-webs shifted with rela 
tion to the carbons, and ready for web 
severing. ’ 
Figure 10 is a view similar to Figure 7, 

showing the work-webs and carbon-holder 
draw-ndown to writing position after the 
completed sections have been severed. 
The Underwood Standard eorrespomlenee 

typewriting machine comprises a platen 1O 
revolubly mounted by means of a platen 
a-xle 11. in the ends 13 of‘ a platen-frame 12. 
The platen-frame includes, besides end 
members, a rear paper-shelf 14: and a paper 
apron 15 extending forward from the 
‘paperéshelf, around the lower side of the 
platen 1()_and conforming to the contour 
thereof._ Feed-rolls 16 carried by bell 
cranks 17 pivoted on a shaft 18 are urged 
toward the platen 10 by springs 19. These 
feed-rolls 16 are arranged to be cast oft‘ by 
depression of a ?nger-piece 21) which is con 
nected through a rock-shaft 21. crank 22. 
link 23 and crank 24 to rock a cam-shaft 23 
which ‘engages the tails of the bell-cranks 
17 to rock them to inil'ect-ive position. 
Brackets 26 are mounted by means of screws 
27 on the ends 1;‘; of the platen-frame 1.12, 
and these brackets 26 are cgnnected to each 
other by a cross-bar 28 on which is mounted 
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a front paper-table 29, whereon the work 
webs are presented to the machine, and from 
time to time straightened out for the carbon 
stripping operation. Continuous sheets or 
work-webs A are conducted, bottom end 
?rst, over the curved upper end 5-30 of the 
paper—table 29 and down across its face to 
the platen 10 at the front thereof. The 
work-table 29 has ?xed side walls 31 form 
ing guides for a long sheet 32 of cardboard, 
celluloid or other ?exible material, which 
serves as a carrier and backing for carbons 
33 and at intervals is employed as a front 
insertion guide for the work-webs A, as will 

The carbon-carrier 32 
has threaded studs 34 at opposite sides of its 
upper end on which carbon-holding blades 
35 are mounted . in superposed relation. 
Each blade ,5 may be supported by both 
of the studs 34, when loose work-plies are 
used. Nuts 36 threaded on the studs 34 
hold the carbon-blades Each carbon 
sheet 33 has .i/oop at its upner 'end in which 
av carbon-bl do, when detached from the 
carrier 32, may be inserted. The carbon 
blades 35 are cut away slight y between the 
ends, as shown in'lt‘igure 3 to form shoul 
ders 37 for engaging the ends of the carbon 
sheet loops to mechanically locate and de 
tain the carbons 33 in the desired location 
longitudinally of the blades. The end por~ 
tions 38 of the blades are made thicker 
than the middle portions 3‘.) thereof, ,the 
thicker end portions 38 serving to space the 
middle portions 39 from each other to af 
ford clearance for the carbons and work 
webs. The carbons 33 with the interleaved 
work-webs A extend downward from said 
blades together. The carbons 33 termi 
nate just above cutouts 40 which are pro 
ridcd in the carl'ion-carrier or backing 
sheet for a purpose to be explained later, 
but the work-webs A extend across these 
cutouts 4t’) and may be passed from the 
front to the rear of the backing or carbon 
carrier 32, through a slit 41 formed therein 
at the lower extremity of the cutouts, where 

work-sheets 
and draw them around the platen. At the 
beginning of typing a form or communica 
tion, the parts are in substantially the posi 
tions indicated in Figure 10. The active 
portions of the work-webs A with the car 
bons 33 interleaved extend around the 
platen 10 outside the carbon-carrier 32 and 
terminate a short distance beyond the slit 
41 in the carbon-carrier. As the typing 
proceeds the platen is line-spaced in the 
usual way, and this feeds the work-web A 
and the flexible carbon-carrier 32 forward 
together. 
\Vhen the typing of the section has been 

completed the platen is rotated forward by 
means of either ‘of the platen-turning knobs 
42 (one of which is shown) to locate the 
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work in a carbon-shifting position at the 
front of the platen where the carbons 33 
and webs can extend in a straightened-out 
condition, and to locate the cutouts 40 of 
the carbon-carrier in register with openings 
43 formed in the front paperftable 29. In 
this position the lower ends of the-carbons 
lie just above the cutouts 40 and openings 
3, but the lower ends of the work-webs A 

extend down across the cutouts and open 
ings and between auxiliary feed-rolls 44 and 
45, which may now be made effective to 
grip and feed the work-webs A down or in 
an anti-line-feed direction, while the ear 
bon-carrier 32 with its carbons 33 is held 
stationary. The actuating rolls 44, whereby 
motion is imparted to/the work-webs A, 
project through the openings 43 and are 
mounted on a shaft 46 journaled in the 
brackets 26. The shaft 46 has a knob, 47 
fast on its end and this knob is provided 
with a small crank-handle 48. The arrange 
ment is such that the shaft may be turned 
by operating either the knob 47 or the 
crank-handle 48, the crank-handle being 
preferable for turning the rolls 44 quickly 
through a great distance, and the knob be 
ing preferable for ?nely adjusting the posi 
tion of the sheets. 
A rock-shaft 49 journaled in the brackets 

26 has crank arms .50 fast upon it which 
carry at their outer ends a shaft 51 that 
bears the pressure rolls 45 for co-operating 
with the actuating feed-rolls 44. A spring 
52 connected to one of the arms 50 and to a 
bracket 53 ?xed on the front paper~table 29 
urges the rolls 45 toward the rolls 44. Means 
are provided for controlling the pressure 
rolls from the ?nger-piece 20, the arrange 
ment being such that the pressure rolls 45 
are automatically rendered effective when 
the ?nger-piece is moved to cast off‘ the 
platen feed-rolls 16 and the pressure ‘rolls 
45 are automatically rendered ineffective 
when the ?nger-piece is moved to restore the 
platen feed-rolls 16. For this purpose, the 
rock-shaft 49 is provided with a crank arm 
54 which is connected through a link 55 to 
a crank 56 fast on the rock-shaft 21. In 
the normal position of the ?nger-piece 20, 
as seen in Figure 2, the ‘link 55 is drawn 
down by the crank 56 to hold the pressure 
rolls 45 released. It willbe observed that 
the link 55 is. on a dead center with rela 
tion to the rock-shaft 21 and crank 56 in 
this position of the parts, and hence the 
spring 52 will be powerless upon the feed 
rolls 45. As soon as the ?nger-piece 20 is 
depressed, however, the link ‘55 is raised and 
the feed-rolls 45 are moved to effective posi 
tion under the urging of the spring 52. It 
will be noticed that provision is'made for 
lost motion between the link 55 and crank 
54, the connection between these members 
being effected through a slot 57 in the link 
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55 and a pin 58 on the crank 54. Should it 
be desired to adjust the work-webs A after 

i: 

'3 they have been inserted around the platen 10 
l, to writing position, this lost-motion con 

.1: nection enables the operator to take hold of 
the pressure rolls 45 and swing them to inl 
effective position, while the finger-piece 20 

_ \ , is depressed to hold the platen feed-rolls 16 
' ineffective. 

1Q 
.- set of forms has been completed and the 
I?‘- work has been advanced to carbon-shifting 
‘ position, as seen in Figure 7, the operator 

‘.He then holds the carbon-carrier 

\Vhen the typing of the end section or,‘ 

,depresses the ?nger-piece 20 to casto?' the 
platen feed-rolls'16 to make the auxiliary 
feed-rolls 44, ‘15 effective (see Figure 8); 

2 sta~ 

'_ tionary with his left hand, while rotating 
the auxiliary feed'rolls Ll-f rapidly with his 
right hand by turning the crank-handle 48. 
He thus strips the carbons from the work 
webs and locates the work-webs A in web 

? severing position, as seen in Figure 9. The 
‘web-severing position of the webs A with 
relation to the carbon-carrier '32 may be 
indicated by' suitable gage marks (not 
shown) on the carbon-carrier and on the 

" work-webs, and the carbon-shifting posi 
‘ tion of the carbon-carrier may also be de 
~ termined by reference to suitable gage 

' , tion, 

marks (not shown) on thefront paper-table 
29 and on the carbon-carrier. 
‘Vhen the webs A are in severing posi 

the upper edge of the completed form 
section coincides with a slot 59 in the paper 
table 29 through which a double-edged 

f draw-knife 60 extends, and along which the 
, knife may be drawn in either direction to 

a 

sever the webs. The knife 60 is carried by a 
block 61 slidingly mounted in a channel bar 

4 62 secured to the rear face of the paper 
table 29, and is moved from side to side of 
the table by a handle 63. The knife 60 
normally occupies a position beyond’ the 
bounds of thework-webs A, but behind the 
carbon-carrier 32. The blade is sharp point 

' ed to assure the separation of all of the 
webs A from the rear of the carbon-carrier, 

' thereby to assure their severance by the 
knife. To further assure this result, the op 
erator may press the carbon-carrier 32 to 
ward the knife 60. The front paper-table 

'. has a tongue 65 extending down between 
the o enings 43 through ‘which the auxil 
iary eed-rolls 4.4, 45 act, and this tongue 
serves to prevent the lower ends of the 
work-webs A from catching on the bar 62 

“i when the webs are next fed in an anti-line 

.: 

feed direction. 
\Vhen the webs A have been severed, the 

j ?nger-piece 20 is actuated to restore the 
platen feed-roll 16 to effective position and 

g to‘ cast off the auxiliary feed-rolls 45. The 
'_ number of work-webs A in active use may 

now be changed to cause. a different num 
ber of carbon copies‘to be made of the next 
communication typed, by withdrawing any 

65 

surplus webs A1 from the slit 41 in the car- . 
hon-carrier 32 and turning them, with thein 
carbons 33, up and back and clipping them 
in a clip 66 on the carbon-carrier. This 
clip comprises a stationary jaw 67 mounted 
on one of the threaded studs 34 and a swing 
ing jaw 68 pivoted on an ‘car 69 on the car 
bon-carrier and urged toward the stationary 
jaw 67 by a leaf-spring 70 which bears 
against a cam 71 on the movable jaw. 
Shouldit be necessary to increase the num 
ber of webs A in active use instead of di 
minish the number, the necessary webs may 
be withdrawn from the clip 66 and their 
lower ends may be readily inserted through 
the slit 41 in the carbon-carrier 32. 
The lower end 72 of the carbon-carrier 

32 extends around the platen and far enough 
to the rear thereof'to, enable the operator 
to seize the end 72 and draw the carbon 
carrier together with the carbons 32 and 
work-webs A from web severing to writing 
position. The typed and severed web 
sections are removed from the platen by this 
operation. The, work is now in the posi 
tion shown in Figure 10, which is substan~ 
tially the first, writing line position. The 
entire cycle of operations described may 
now be repeated with reference to the new 
web-section. ‘ 

Variations may be resorted to within the 
scope of the invention, and portions of the 
improvements may be used without others. 
Having thus described my invention, I 

claim: , 

1. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination with a revoluble platen, of a 
carbon-‘carrier su?iciently ?exible to be fed 
around the platen with the work-Webs‘ and 
carbons, and arranged to be shifted in line 
feed' direction relatively to the work-webs 
to strip the carbons from the typed form-' 
sections. 

2. A typewriting machine having means, 
includin a revoluble line-spacing platen, 
forv typing upon super osed work-webs, 
means presenting the wor 
chine bottom end ?rst at the delivery side 
of the platen, with carbons interleaved, and 
means for holding the carbons stationary 
while the work-webs are carried in an anti 
line-feed direction to strip the interleavedv 
carbons from the typed sections and present 
them to fresh work-web sections. 

3. In a t pewriting ‘machine, the com 
bination wit a laten, of means extending 
over the platen mm the rear, for present 
ing and ‘guiding super osed work-webs, 
bottom en ?rst, to the p aten downwardly 
at the front thereof and rearwardly under 
the platen, and means at‘ the delivery side 

-webs to the ma- , 
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of the platen for holding carbons inter 
leaved with the work-webs. 

4. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination with a platen, of means for guiding 
superposed work-webs to the platen for 
typing, and a carbon-carrier to hold carbons 
interleaved with the Work-Webs, and shift 
able in line-feed direction relatively to the 
Work-webs to strip the carbons from the 
typed work-web sections. 

5. In a typewriting machine for typing 
upon superposed continuous work~webs fed 
to the machine bottom end ?rst at the front 
of the platen, the combination of a revolu— 
ble platen, and a carbon-carrier having 
carbons attached to the upper end thereof, 
said carbons lying in front of the carbon 
carrier, the carbon-carrier being su?iciently 
?exible to be fed around the platen with the 
work-webs and carbons, and having a slit 
below the lower ends of. the carbons through 
which the work-webs may ass to the rear 
of the carbon-carrier, so t at the carbon 
carrier may serve as a front-insertion guide 
for the work-webs and interleaved carbons. 

6. In a typewriting machine for typing 
upon superposed continuous work-webs fed 
to the machine bottom end ?rst at'the front 
of the platen, the combination of a revolu 
ble platen, and a carbon-carrier having 
carbons attached to the upper end thereof, 
said carbons lying in front of the carbon 
carrier, the carbon-carrier being sufficiently 
?exible to be fed around the platen with the 
Work-webs and carbons, and having a slit 
below the lower ends of the carbons through 
which the work-webs may pass to the rear 
of the carbon-carrier, so that the carbon 
carrier may serve as a front-insertion guide 
for the work-webs and interleaved carbons, 
and the carbon-carrier being long enough 
to extend around and to the rear of the 
platen when the work-webs are free of the 
platen at the front thereof, so that the 
carbon-carrier may be gripped by the oper 
ator and pulled to the rear to draw the 
work-Webs down to writing position. 

7. A carbon-sheet carrier for holding 
carbon-sheets interleaved with successive 
sections of continuous work-webs, compris 
ing carbon-attaching means at its upper end, 
a backing-portion over which the carbons 
and interleaved work-webs extend, and a 
front-insertion guide-portion for guiding 
the lower ends of the work-webs to and 
around the platen from the front to the rear 
thereof, the backing and front-insertion 
guide portions being su?iciently ?exible to 
be fed around the platen, and the carbon- 
carrier having cutouts at the lower end of 
the backing-portion below the lower ex~ 
tremities of the carbons, through which the 
Work-webs may be gripped and fed rela 
tively to the carbons, and a slit at the lower 

extremities of the cutouts, through which 
the work-webs pass from the front of the 
backing-portion to the rear of the front 
insertion portion. \ 

8} A typewriting machine having means, 
including a revoluble line-spacing platen, 
for typing upon superposed continuous 
Work-webs, and having means for presenting 
and introducing the webs, bottom end ?rst, 
to the platen and downwardly at the front 
thereof, a set of bodily movable carbon 
holders at the delivery side of the platen, 
each havin a carbonasheet depending from 
it toward t e platen, and means for feeding 
the carbon-holders bodily away from the 
platen as the platen is line~spaced to keep 
the carbons unwrinkled. 

9. In a typewriting machine for typing 
upon superposed continuous work-webs in 
troduced bottom end ?rst to the machine at 
the front of the platen, a revoluble platen, 
and a carbon-carrier sufficiently ?exible to 
be fed around the platen with the work 
webs, the carbon-carrier being advanceable 
out of the machine at the will of the oper 
ator, to permit the substitution of another 
carbon-carrier having work-webs of a dif 
ferent kind interleaved with its carbons. 

10. ‘A carbon-carrier for typewriting ma 
chines, comprising a base, a pair of studs at 
opposite sides of the base, and a carbon 
blade impaled at its opposite ends on the 
studs, the carbon-blade being cut away in 
termediate its ends to form shoulders for 
mechanically locating a looped carbon-sheet 
threaded onto the blade in correct position 
longitudinally of the blade, and for detain 
ing the carbon-sheet in such position. 

11. In a typewriting machine, in combina 
tion, a revoluble platen, and a carbon 
carrier at the delivery side of the‘ platen to 
hold carbons interleaved with the bottom 
end. portion of continuous work-webs intro 
duced bottom end ?rst to the platen at the 
front thereof, the carbon-carrier being ar 
ranged for movement away from the platen 
during typing. 

12. In a typewriting machine for t ping 
upon continuous work-webs introduce bot 
tom end ?rst to the platen at the front there 
of, in combination, a revoluble platen, a 
carbon-carrier at the delivery side of the 
platen to hold carbons interleaved with the 
bottom end portions of the work-webs, and 
means to render ineffective any selected 
number of the work-webs. 

13. In a t pewriting machine, in combina 
tion, a revollible platen, a carbon-carrier ar 
rani d to hold, carbons interleaved with 
wor -webs introduced to the laten bottom 
end ?rst at the front thereof: the carbon 
carrier being advanceable withv the work 
webs during typing, and being arranged to 
I26 held stationary during shifting of the 
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work-webs relatively thereto, and a front 
paper-table for guiding the work-webs and 
the carbon-carrier to the front of the platen, 
the front‘pap'er-table having side walls to 
guide the carbon-carrier and to maintain 
it square with the platen during the relative 
shift of the-work-webs and carbons. 

14:. In a‘typewriting machine, in combina 
tion, a revoluble platen, a carbon-carrier at 
the delivery side of the platen and arranged 
to hold carbons interleaved with the bottom 
end portions of work-webs introduced to thel 
platen bottom end ?rst at the front thereof, 
and means for guidingv the carbon-carrier in 
a path at right angles'to the platen, and for 
preventing skewing of the. carbon-carrier 
during carbon-shifting. 

15. In a typewritmg machine, in combina 
tion, a revoluble platen, a set of individual‘ 
carbon-holders‘ at the delivery side of the 
platen for holding carbons‘ interleaved with 
the bottom end portions of work-webs intro 

' duced to the‘ platen bottom end ?rst at the 
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frontthereof,:means for feeding the carbon 
'h0lders from the platen with the work, and 
guides for causing said holders to move at l ,_ 
right angles to the platen. 

16.‘ In a typewriting machine, in combina 
tion, a revoluble platen, a carbon~carrier at 
the delivery side of the platen arranged to 
hold carbons interleaved with the bottonr 
end portions of work-webs introduced to 
the platen bottom end ?rst at the front 
thereof, and means for engaging the sides 
of the carbon-carrier and guiding it in a 
path at right, angles to the platen, the 
carbon-carrierbeing advanceable out of the 
machine at the will of the ‘operator, to per 
mit another carbmbcarrier' of the same 
width, but having work-webs of a different 
width interleaved with its carbons, to be' 
substituted in the machine. 

17. In a typewriting machine, a revoluble 
platen, a carbon-carrier for holding carbons 
interleaved with continuous work-webs, the 
carbon-carrier being advanceable with the 
work-webs toa carbon-shifting position at 
the front of the platen, and means for feed 
ing the work-webs relatively 'to the carbons. 

18. In a'typewriting machine, a-revoluble 
platen, a carbon-carrier for holding carbons v 
interleaved with contmuous work-webs, a 
front paper-table over which the carbon 
carrier' travels,-.the paper-table having open 
ings in its face, and carbon-stripping rolls 
arranged to co-operate through the openings 
to feed the work-webs relatively to the car-y 
bons, the carbon-‘carrier having cutouts 
.through which they carborrstrippin rolls 
coact, and the carbon-carrier being a vance 
able with the work-webs to a carbon 
stripping'position wherein the cutouts in 
the carbon-carrier registers with the open 
ings in the front paper-table. ’ 

19. In a typewriting machine, a ‘revoluble 

platen, a carbon-carrier for holding carbons 
interleaved with continuous work-webs, 
means for guiding the’ carbon-carrier to 
ward and from the platen, the carbon-car 
rier having cutouts beyond the ?eldcf the 
carbons, and carbon-stripping rolls arranged 
to coact through the cutouts to shift the 
work-‘webs relatively to the carbons when 
the carbon-carrier is moved to position the 
cutouts between the carbon-stripping rolls. 

20. In a typewriting machine, a revoluble 
platen, a carbon-carrier for holding carbons 
interleaved - with continuous work-webs, 
means for guiding the carbon-carrier to 
ward and ‘from the platen, the carbon 
carrier having cutouts beyond the ?eld 
of the carbons, normally ineffective carbon 
stripping rolls at front and rear of the 
work-webs and of the carbon-carrier, and 
means for rendering the carbon-stripping 
rolls effective when the carbon-carrier is 
located with the cutouts between the carbon 
stripp-ing rolls, to enable the work-webs to 
be shifted relatively to the carbons by' opera 
tion 'of carbon-stripping rolls. 

21. In a typewriting machine for typing 
upon a plurality of superposed Webs-intro 
duced to the machine bottom end ?rst at the 
front of the platen, the combination with a 
revoluble platen and line-spacing mecha 
nismtherefor, of a carbon-stripping device 
including a bodily retractable carbon-carrier 
at the front of the platen, and means for re 
tracting the work-webs while the carbon 
carrier is held stationary, to present the 
carbons to fresh sections of the work-webs, 
said carbon-carrier having a bodily line 

' feeding movement at the line-feeding opera 
tion of. the platen. 

22. In a typewriting machine for typing 
upon a plurality of superposed webs intro; 
duced to the machine bottom end ?rst at the 
front of the platen, the combination with a 
revoluble platen, of a carbon-carrier having 
bodily line-spacing movements at the front 
of the machine, and means for relatively 
shifting the carbon-carrier and the ‘work 
webs to interleave the carbons with fresh 
sections at the bottom end portions of the 
webs. - 

23. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination with a revoluble platen, of a front 
paper-table having openings therein, feed 
rolls arranged to co-operate through the 
openings, a carbon-carrier mounted for 
movement along the paper-table toward and 
from the platen, the carbon-carrier being 
su?iciently ?exible to be fed around the 
platen with-"the work, and having ‘openings 
beyond the ?eld of its carbons arranged to 
be moved into register with the openings in‘ 
the front aper-table to enable the feed 
rolls to shi the work-webs relativelylto the 
carbons to a web-severing position, and a 
knife at the lower ends of the openings in‘ 
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the front paper-table for severing the typed 
web—sections when they have been shifted to 
severing position. - 

24. In a typewriting machine, in com 
bination, a revoluble platen, a front paper 
table having openings therein, feed-rolls ar 
ranged to co-operate through the openings, 
a carbon-carrier mounted for movement 
along the paper-table toward and from the 
platen, and su?iciently ?exible to be fed 
around the platen with the work, the car 
bon-carrier having openings beyond the ?eld 
of its carbons arranged to be moved into 
register'with the openings in the front 
paper-table to enable the feed—rolls to shift 
‘the work-webs relatively to the carbons to a 
web-severing position, and a knife above the 
platen and at the front thereof, for severing 
the typed web-sections when they have been 
shifted to severing position, the carbon-car 
rier having a slit located a short distance 
above the knife in the severing position, 
through which the lower ends of the work 
webs pass, and the carbon-carrier being long 
enough to extend down around the platen 
when in the severing position; the arrange 
ment being such that the carbon-carrier 
serves as a front-insertion guide to draw 
and direct the shorn webs to the front of the 
platen and around the platen from the front 
to the rear thereof. 

25. In a typewriting machine, in com~ 
bination, a revoluble platemcarbon-holders 
for holding carbons interleaved with con 
tinuous work-webs introduced to the ma 
chine bottom end ?rst at the front of the 
platen, the carbon~holders being advance 
able to position the carbons free of the 
platen-and in a straight condition to permit 
relative work-web and carbon shifting, a 
knife at the front of the platen for severing 
the typed web-sections from the remainder 
of the webs when the carboh's have, been 
stripped from the typed sections, and means 
for directing the shorn ends of the webs to‘ 
the front of the. platen and around the 
platen from the front to the rear thereof. 

26. In a typewriting machine, in com 
bination, a revoluble platen, a carbon-car 
rier for holding carbons interleaved with 
continuous work-webs introduced to the 
machine bottom end ?rst at the front of 
the platen. the carbon-carrier being advance~ 
able to position the carbons free of the 
platen and in a straight condition to permit 
relative work-web and carbon shifting, a 
knife at the front of the platen to sever 
the typed web-sections from the remainder 
of the webs and thereby to leave the car 
bone and the untyped work~webs free of 
the platen so that any desired number of 
the webs and carbons may be turned up 
and back to an inactive position, and means 
for securing such webs and carbons in in~ 
active position. 

1,564,407 

.27. In a typewriting machine, in com 
bination, a revoluble platen, a carbon-car 
rier for holding carbons interleaved with 
continuous work-webs introduced to the 
machine bottom end first at the front of 
the platen, the carbon-carrier being ad 
vanceable to position the carbons free of 
the platen to permit relative work-web 
and carbon shifting, a knife normally lo 
cated beyond the bounds of the work— 
webs, but behind the carbon-carrier, the 
knife having a sharp-pointed blade to ‘sep 
arate the work-webs from the back of the 
carbon-carrier, and means for drawing the 
knife across the webs to sever the typed 
sections after the carbons have been stripped 
therefrom. , ' 

28. In a typewriting machine, a platen, 
means at the delivery side of the platen for 
holding carbons interleaved with the lower 
ends of continuous work-webs introduced 
bottom end ?rst into the machine at the 
front thereof, a lower edge gage for engag 
ing and mechanically positioning a separate 
work-sheet in predetermined relation to the 
continuous work-webs and outside of the 
work-webs, to receive the original type~im 
pressions while such impressions are du 
plicated through the carbons upon the con 
tinuous work-webs. 

29. In a typewriting machine, a platen, 
means at the delivery side of the platen for 
holding carbons interleaved with the bot 
tom end portions of continuous work-webs 
introduced bottom end ?rst into the machine 
at the front thereof, and a gage for posi 
tioning a separate sheet in predetermined 
relation to the continuous work-webs for 
typing at the same operation therewith. 

30. In amtypewriting machine, in com 
bination, a revoluble platen, a carbon-car 
rier for holding carbons interleaved. with 
continuous work-webs introduced into the 
machine bottom end ?rst at the front of 
the platen, a carbon-carrier having cutouts 
just below the lower ends of its 1' .trbons, 
a front paper-table along which the carbon 
carrier travels, the table having openings 
therein, feed~rolls arranged to co-operate 
through the openings, the carbon-carrier be 
ing advanceable to a carbon-shifting ‘posi 
tion wherein the cutouts in the carbon 
carrier register with the openings in the 
paper-table so that the feed-rolls may 'co 
act through the cutouts and the openings 
to shift the work-webs relatively to the car 
bo'ns, the carbon-carrier having a slit at the 
lower extremities of the cutouts, through 
which the work-Webs pass from the front 
to the rear of the carbon-carrier, and the 
front paper-table having a slot a short dis 
tance below the slit in the carbon-carrier 
when the latter is in carbon-shifting posi 
tion, and a knife operating in said slot to 
sever the typed web-sections, the lower end 
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of the ‘carbon-carrier extending down to 
‘and around the platen in'the carbon-shifting 
and web-severing position of the carbon 
carrier to serve as a front-insertion guide 
for the shorn ends of the work-Webs] to 
direct the next untyped web-sections to 
Writing position. 9 

31. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination with a revoluble platen and feed 
rolls co-operating therewith, of means for 
holding carbons interleaved with super-' 
posed continuous work-webs, auxiliary 
feeding means at the front of the platen 
for feeding the work-webs relatively to the 
carbons, and additional auxiliary‘ feeding 
means for feeding the work~webs and car 
bons together to writing position. ‘ 

32. In a typewriting machine for typing 
upon a plurality of superposed work~webs 
introducedinto the machine bottom end 
first at the front of the platen, carbon-in 
terleaving means at the front of the machine, 
means for relativelyshifting the carbons 
and work-webs, means for severing the com 
pleted work-web sections. at the front of 
the machine, and a front-insertion guide for , 
the Work-webs and carbons. I 

33. An attachment for typewriting ma 
chines to adapt them to do manifold work 
upon continuous worl ,-webs, comprising 
brackets arranged to be detachably secured 
upon the platen-frame of a machine, a front 
paper-table on the brackets having a curved 
upper end for guiding the work-webs 
smoothly fromfthe rear of the paper-table 
onto its face, the‘paper-tahle also having 
side walls to guide a carbon-carrier, hav 
ing work-webs interleaved with its carbons, 
toward and from the platen at the front 
thereof, feed-rolls mounted on‘ the table to 
coact through openings therein to shift the 
typed w eb-sections clear of the carbons, and 

. n , .1 . 

a knife on the table I01" severing the typed 
web-sections. 

3%. an attacnraentfor typewriting ma 
chines to adapt them to do manifold work 
upon continuous Work-webs, comprising a 
front table, means for connecting the front 
table to platen-frame of a typewriting 
machine, means on the front table for guid 
ing a carb n-carrier h ;ing its carbons 
interleaved with the work-webs, feed-rolls 
mounted on the talole and coacting there 
through to shift the work-webs relatively 
to the carbons, and a knife on said table 
for serving the typed "Work-web sections 
afterthey have been shifted clear of the 
carbons, the knife being so positioned that 
the web-sections interleaved with the car 
bons will be free to be turned back to an 
i active position after the typed sections 
have been severed, vary the number of 

webs in active 35, In a typewft’ g 

nation, revoiuhle platen, a c , rhon-car 
' machine, in comhi-_ 

rier at the front of the platen for holding 
carbons interleaved with work-webs intro 
duced bottom end ?rst into the machine 
.at the front thereof, a front- introductory 
table over which the carbon-carrier travels, 
the carbon-carrier being advanceable to a 
carbon-shifting position, carbon-stripping 
rolls for feeding the work-webs relatively 
to the carbons in such position, a knife for 
severing‘the typed-section when they have 
.been stripped of’ the carbons, the front 
paper-table having openings through which 
the carbon-stripping’rolls coact, a' slot at 

> the lower ends of the openings along which 
the knife slides, and a tongue extending 
down between the openings to the slot to 
keep the shorn ends‘ of the Work-webs on 
theface of the paper-table and prevent their 
catching on the lower end of the slot. 

36. In a typewriting machine, in combi 
nation, a revoluble platen, main feed-rolls 
co-operating with the platen,‘ auxiliary feed 
rolls above the platen, and common means 
for controlling the main and auxiliary feed. 
rolls, arranged to render them alternately 
effective. ‘ 

37. In a typewriting machine, in combi 
nation, a revoluble platen, main feed-rolls 
co-operating with the platen, auxiliary feed 
rolls above the platen at the front thereof, 
a ?nger-piece ‘arranged for operation to cast 
off and restore the main feed-rolls, and corn 
nections between the finger-piece and the 
‘auxiliary feed-rolls to make the auxiliary 

’ feed-rolls e?'ective when the main feed-rolls 
are cast off, and to make the auxiliary feed 
rolls ine?'ective when the main feed-rolls 
are restored. ' 

38. in a typewriting machine, in combi 
nation, a revoluble platen, main feed-rolls‘ 
co-operating with the platen, auxiliary feed 
rolls above the platen at the front thereof, 
a finger-piece arranged for o eration to cast 

_ off and restore the main fee -rolls, and con 
nections between the ?nger-piece and the 
auxiliary feed-rolls to make the auxiliary 
feed~rolls effective when the main feed-rolls 
are cast off, and to make the auxiliary feed 
rolls ineffective when the main feed-rolls 
are restored, said connections having pro 
vision for lost motion to enable the auxiliary 
feed-rolls to be moved to ineffective position 
While the main feed-rolls are cast (is. 

39. In‘ a typewriting machine, in combi 
nation, a revoluble platen, main feed-rolls 
‘co-operating with the platen, auxiliary feed~' 
rolls independent of the platen, a spring 
urging the auxiliary feed-rolls to effective 
position, controlling means for casting o? 
and restoring the main feed-rolls,and-con- 
nections the controlling means to the‘: 
auxiliary vfeeEtrolls~to render the auxiliary‘ 
feed-rolls e?’ective when the main feed-rolls." 
are cast off, and render the auxiliary feeds t. 
rolls ineffective when the main feed-rolls 
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are‘ restored, said connections comprising a 
crank and . a link, the arrangement being 
such that the crank andlink are in a dead 
center- position when the main feed-rolls are 
effective so that the spring will be powerless 
to move the auxiliary feed~rolls to eii'ective 
position. 

40. In a ~ty ewriting machine, in combi 
nation, a revoquble platen, a carbon-carrier 
for holding carbons interleaved with con-_ 
tinuous work-webs led around the platen, 
main feed-rolls co-operating with the platen 
to feed the work-webs and the carbons, 

. auxiliary' feed-rolls to ‘feed the work-webs 
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relatively to the carbons to accomplish a 
relative shift of the work-webs and carbons, 
and means for concomitantly casting off the 
main feed-rolls and making the auxiliary 
feed-rolls effective. 

’ 41. In a typewriting machine, in combina 
tion,-a_revoluble platen, a‘ carbon-carrier for 
‘holding carbons interleaved with continu 
ous work-webs led around the platen bottom 
'end ?rst from the front to the rear thereof,’ 
main feed-rolls co-operating with the platen 
to feed the work-webs and the carbons, the 
carbon-carrier being movable to a carbon 
shifting position wherein the work-web and 
carbons are free of the platen, auxiliary 
feed-rolls for feeding the work-webs inde 
pendentl of the carbons down‘ to and 
around t e platen, and means for concomi 
tantly casting oil‘ the main feederolls' and 
making the auxiliary feed-rolls effective. 

42. In a typewriting machine, in combina 
tion, a ‘revoluble platen, a carbon-carrier 
for holding carbons inter-leaved with con 
tinuous work-webs led around the platen 
bottom end ?rst from the, front to the rear 
thereof, means for feedin the work-webs, 
the carbon-carrierv and car ons to a carbon 
shifting position with the carbons and work 
webs free of the laten, means for guiding 
the work-webs own to and around the 
platen, feed-rolls independent of ‘the platen 
for feeding the‘ work-webs down, to and 
around the platen independently of the 
carbons to accomplish a relative shift of the 
work-webs and carbons, means for concomié 

, tantly making the feed-rolls effective and 
provlding clearance between the work~web 
guide and the platen for the passage of the 
work-webs, a knife for severing the typed 
web~sections after such relative shifting of 
the webs and carbons, and means for draw 
ing the carbon-carrier, the carbons and the 
work-webs down to typing position around 
the platen. 

43. In a web-t ing machine having a rev 
oluble platen angaa platen-frame, a work 
presenting table erectedupon said p1aten~ 
frame at the. delivery side of the platen, 
over which a composite web is presented 
downwardly bottom end ?rst at the,front 
of the platen, for introduction downwardly 

meadow 

and .rearwardly under the same, prepara 
tory to typing the bottom‘ form thereon. 

44. In a web-typing machine having a 
revoluble platen and a platen-frame, a 
work-presenting table erected upon said 
platen-frame at the‘ delivery side of the 
platen, over which a composite webv is pre 
sented downwardly bottom. end ?rst at the 
front of the platen, means being provided 
in front of and under the platen for con 
ducting ,the' web downwardly and rear 
wardly under the platen, preparatory to 
typing the bottom form thereon.‘ 

45. In a web-ty ing machine havinga rev 
oluble platen an a platen-frame, a work 
presenting table erected upon said platen 
frame at the delivery side of the platen, 
over which a composite web is presented 
downwardly bottom. end ?rst at the front 
of the platen, means being provided in front 
of and under the platen for conducting the 
web downwardly and rearwardly under the 
platen, preparatory to typing the bottom 
form thereon, a carbon-carrier at the de 
livery side of the platen, the work-webs 

' being threaded through said carbon-carrier, 
and means at the delivery side of the platen 
for effecting a relative carbon-stripping 
movement between the carbon-carrier and 
the web-plies. 

46. Ina web-ty ing machine havinga rev 
oluble platen and) a platen-frame, a work 
presentirig table erected upon said platen-/ 
frame at the delivery side 0 the platen, over 
whichr'a composite web is presented down~ 
wardly bottom end ?rst at theqfront ‘of the 
platen, means being provided in front of 
and underthaplaten for conducting the web 
downwardlyuand rearwardly under the 
laten, preparatory to typing the bottom 
ormv thereon, a carbon-carrier at the, de 

livery side of the platen, the work-webs 
being threaded through said carbon-carrier, 
and means at the‘ delivery side of the platen 
‘for effecting “a relative carbon-stripping 
movement between the carbon-carrier and 
the web-plies, said carbon-carrier mounted 
for movement upon said table towards and 
away from the platen. 

47. In a web~typing machine having a 
revoluble platen and a platen-frame, a work 
presenting table erected u on said platen-4 
frame at the delivery side 0? the platen, over 
which a composite web is presented down 
wardly bottom end ?rst at the front of the, 
platen, means being provided in front of 
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and under the platen for conducting the . 
web downwardly and rearwardly under the 
platen, preparatory to typing the bottom 
form thereon, a carbon-carrier at the de 
livery side of the platen, the work-webs be 
ing threaded through said carbon-carrier, 
means at the delivery side of the platen for 
eifecting a relative carbon-stripping move 
ment between the carbon-carrier and the 
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web-plies, and a web-severing knife at the 
delivery side of the platen at the lower end 
portion of said table. 

48. Atypewriting machine having means, 
including a revoluble line-spacing platen, 
for typing upon superposed continuous 
work-webs, and having means for present 
ing and introducing the webs over the top 
of the platen and bottom end ?rst down'to 
the platen at the front thereof, a set of 
bodily movable carbon-holders at the deliv 
ery side of the platen, each having a carbon 
sheet depending from it toward the platen, 
means for feeding the carbon-holders bodily 
away from the platen as the'platen‘ is line-' 
spaced. to keep the carbons unwrinkled, and 
means for stripping the carbons from‘the 
bottom section of'the work-web. 

49. In a- front-strike typewriting ma 
chine, the combination with a revoluble 
platen. of means mounted at the delivery 
side of said platen for presenting a work 
web bottom end foremost to the front of 
said )laten, and means at the delivery'side 

' of sald platen for holding interleaved car 
bons stationary by their top ends while the 
work-web is pulled forwardly to strip the 
carbons from the typed sections and present 
them to fresh sections. 

50. In a front-strike typewriting ma 

11 

chine, the combination with a revoluble 
platen, of means mounted at the delivery 

- side of said platen for presenting a work 
'web bottom end foremost to the front of 
said platen, means at the delivery side of 
said platen for holding interleaved carbons 
stationary by their top ends while the work 
web is pulled forwardly to strip the carbons 
from the typed sections and present them to 
fresh sections, and means for subsequently 
severing the typed sections from the web. 

51. In a front-strike typewriting ma 
chine, the combination with a revoluble 
platen, of means mounted at the delii'ery 
side of said platen for presenting a .fwork 
web bottom end foremost to'_ the front of 
said platen. means at the delivery side of 
said platen for holding interleaved carbons 
stationary by their top ends while the work 
web is pulled forwardly to strip the carbons 
from the typed sections and present them to 
fresh sections, and means for subsequently 
severing the typed sections from the web. 
means being provided for introducing and 
guiding the bottom of the web downwardly 
and rearwardly with the interleaved car 
bons, preparatory to typing the bottom 
,t'orm thereon. 

CLARENCE M. CREVVS. 
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